you can't be too uarefui	^45
Britain and Russia and America were drawing ahead of the
German outfit in quantity and quality alike.
In 1941 the Nazis, feeling the nets closing about their
adventure, struck hysterically at Russia, and for the first time
encountered a people who had divested themselves of their
Morningside encumbrance, who were united in their dislike
to the German hemnvolk and fought with an undivided mind.
They had discovered that in warfare you cannot be too care-
less.   " Safety  last!"   said   the  Russians.   The  Russians,
falling back slowly upbn their main line of defence, " scorch-
ing the earth " before this last convulsive thrust of the Nazi,
were something very different from the crowded fugitives in
the milder, already out-moded warfare of Holland, Belgium
and France.    War mounted another step in the scale of
destruction, and aeroplanes and tanks by the thousand fought
gigantic fleet actions upon land.
The old wars of history ebbed as they exhausted the scanty
resources of their period, but this new warfare gathered destruc-
tive force as it went on.
In the summer of 1941 it was evidently dawning upon the
central group of Nazis that the theory of totalitarian war
was unsound, because of this unanticipated and uncontrollable
crescendo.   They began to gabble of a new world order.
But they had lied so unscrupulously and professed lying so
unblushingly that now even the British Hessians and the
American Lindberghs could hardly pretend to believe them.
They had destroyed their own ladder of escape and, as a gang
at any rate, they were doomed.   But that does not mean that
the crescendo of destruction would come to an end.   Their
elimination would be of little more significance by itself than
the sinking of a ship or the destruction of a tank.   Even the
Germans would hardly miss them.   There is no dearth of
feeble-minded mascots in central Europe.   The world would
still have a vindictive post-Hitler Germany recovering its
strength for a new Fuehrer and a new convulsion ;  pluto-
Cliristian democracy would still be showing its unclean and
irregular teeth at the dreaded Bolshevik.   World disaster
w»uld at the best, take breath, before deeper amd highar arui

